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TT No.118: 17/05/05 Club/Ground Focus: Dave Reed - Wyrley Rangers (WML 1)  

I had promised myself one last train trip before the end of the season and decided 

on a visit to Wyrley Rangers. Getting there involved travel on seven trains. Firstly, 

a train from home to Charing Cross – no Northern Line tubes were signalled so a 

Bakerloo Line to Oxford Circus and a Victoria Line got me to Euston. Main Line to 

Nuneaton and another change got me to Birmingham where I caught a train to 

Walsall. Here I stopped off to ‘do’ a couple of pubs before re-joining the train to 

Bloxwich North from where it was a half hour walk to the Long Lane home of 

Wyrley Rangers.  

I was impressed with the set up as there is an excellent clubhouse and the ground 

has floodlights but only a couple of small covered areas of a temporary nature. 

Although space is restricted at either end of the ground there is room on the far 

side to erect a stand and I would think that the club could then get promoted to 

the Premier Division. Entrance to the game was £2 and included a colour 

programme of twenty pages, including the cover.  

With the home side set for third place and visitors and near neighbours Great 

Wyrley having clinched the championship with a midweek win at second place 

Bewdley, there was only local pride to play for. The home side took the lead after 

five minutes with what looked like a cross from Brett Hayward that deceived 

keeper Andrew Morris and it took the visitors until the 58th minute to draw level 

through Nicky Campbell.   

A draw was probably a fair enough result on a pleasant afternoon in the sunshine. 

It only took me four trains to get home but it was all worthwhile.  
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